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Current Concernsin ValidityTheory
Michael T. Kane
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We are at the end of the first century of work on models of educational and
psychological measurementand into a new millennium.This certainly seems like
an appropriate time for looking backward and looking forward in assessment.
Furthermore,a new edition of the Standardsfor Educationaland Psychological

Testing(AERA,APA,& NCME,1999) has been published,and the previous
editions of the Standards have served as benchmarks in the development of
measurementtheory.
This backwardglance will be just that, a glance. After a brief historical review
focusing mainly on construct validity, the current state of validity theory will be
summarized,with an emphasison the role of argumentsin validation. Thenhow an
argument-basedapproach might be applied will be examined in regards to two
issues in validity theory: the distinction between performance-basedand theorybased interpretations,and the role of consequencesin validation.

First Stage: The Criterion-Based Model of Validity
Much of the early discussion of validity was couched within a realist philosophy
of science, in which the variable of interest was assumed to have a definite value
for each person, and the goal of measurementwas to estimate this variable's value
as accurately as possible. Validity was defined in terms of the accuracy of the
estimate.
In practice, this view of validationrequiredsome criterionmeasure which was
assumed to provide the "real" value of the variableof interest,or at least a better
approximationof this "real" value. Given such a criterion, validity could be
evaluated in terms of how well the test scores estimated or predictedthe criterion
scores. The criterionmeasurewas taken as the value of the attributeof interest,and
the test was considered valid for any criterion for which it provided accurate
estimates (Thorndike,1918).
The chapteron validity in the first edition of EducationalMeasurement(Cureton, 1950) provideda sophisticatedsummaryof conceptions of validityjust before
the advent of construct validity. Cureton (1950) took the essential question of
validity to be "how well a test does the job it is employed to do" (p. 621) and
viewed the criterionmodel as supplyingthe best answer:
A moredirectmethodof investigation,
whichis alwaysto be preferred
wherever
feasible,is to give thetestto a representative
sampleof the groupwithwhomit is
to be used,observeandscoreperformances
of the actualtaskby the membersof
this sample,and see how well the test performances
agreewith the taskperformances.(Cureton,1950,p. 623)
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Basically, the validity of the criterion, defined here in terms of "task performances," was taken for granted,and test scores were to be validated against the
criterionscores.
This criterion-basedmodel is quite reasonable and useful in many applied
contexts, assuming that some suitable "criterion"measure is available. An employer using a test in hiring or placementwants to know how well each applicant
will performon the job, or in the case of placement,in differentjobs, and may have
some accepted measure of job performanceto use as a criterion. The criterion
model led to the developmentof some very sophisticatedanalyses of the relationship between test scores and criteriaand the relative utility of variousdecision rules
that might be used (Cronbach& Gleser, 1965).
Addendumto the First Stage: Content-BasedValidityModels
The trouble with the criterion-basedmodel is the need for a well-defined and
demonstrablyvalid criterionmeasure.In many cases (e.g., high-school graduation
tests), suitable criterion measures are not readily available. And if a criterion
measureis available (e.g., first semester GPA in validity studies of college admission tests), questions about the validity of the criterioncan always arise.
The criterionmodel does not provide a good basis for validating the criterion.
Even if some second criterioncan be identified as a basis for validatingthe initial
criterion,we clearly face either infinite regress or circularityin comparingthe test
to criterionA, and criterionA to criterionB, etc.
One way out of this dilemma is to employ a criterionmeasureinvolving some
desiredperformance(or some desiredoutcome) and interpretthe scores in termsof
that kind of performance,as in the Curetonquotationabove, so that the validity of
the criterion can be accepted without much ado. Ebel (1961) talked about some
measures being intrinsicallyvalid. For example, skill in playing the piano can be
assessed by having several competent judges evaluate individuals as they play
several pieces on the piano. In assessing level of skill in particularkinds of
performance(e.g., on the piano, in the backstroke,or in penmanship)claims for
intrinsicvalidity may be quite plausible.
For more broadly defined interpretations(e.g., achievement tests in academic
content areas), argumentsfor validity of the test as a measureof achievementover
a content area have generally been based on "a review of the test content by
subject-matterexperts"(Angoff, 1988, p. 22). This kind of judgment-basedvalidity
evidence is open to a numberof criticisms (Guion, 1977). In particular,it tends to
be highly subjectiveand has a strongconfirmatorybias. The judgmentsabout what
a test item measures or the content domain covered by a test are usually made
duringtest developmentor soon after,by personsinvolved in test development.Not
surprisingly,such persons tend to see the test as a reasonableway to measurethe
attributeof interest.
Messick (1989) described content-validityevidence as providing support for,
"the domainrelevance and representativenessof the test instrument",but saw it as
playing a limited role in validationbecause it does not provide direct evidence, "in
supportof inferences to be made from test scores" (p. 17). Nevertheless, a reasonable case can be made for interpretinga direct measureof performanceon certain
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tasks (e.g., playing the piano) in terms of level of skill in performingthat kind of
task (Cronbach,1971). The scores from less direct measures can then be used to
estimate or predictthese direct measuresand can be validatedthroughthe criterion
model, with the direct measure serving as the criterion. This is a limited but
reasonablemethodology,and the basic model is still appropriatein many contexts
(e.g., in selection and placementtesting).
Second Stage: The Construct Model
In the early 1950s, the American Psychological Association Committee on
Psychological Tests found it necessary to broaden the then currentdefinition of
validity in order to accommodate the interpretationsassigned to clinical assessments. A subcommitteeof two members, Paul Meehl and Robert Challman,was
asked to identify the kinds of evidence needed to justify the "psychological
interpretationthat was the stock-in-tradeof counselors and clinicians" (Cronbach,
1989, p. 148). They introducedthe notion and terminology of construct validity,
which was incorporatedin the 1954 TechnicalRecommendations(AmericanPsychological Association, 1954), and further developed by Cronbach and Meehl
(1955).
Naturally enough, Cronbach and Meehl (1955) adopted the hypotheticodeductive (HD) model of theories, which was dominantin the early 1950s, as the
framework for their analysis of theoretical constructs. The HD model (Suppe,
1977) treatstheories as interpretedaxiomatic systems. A set of axioms connecting
certain implicitly defined terms (the theoreticalconstructs)constitutes the core of
the theory. The axioms are interpretedby connecting some of their terms to
observable variables, through "correspondencerules." (Note that the HD model
presupposesthe availabilityof some observablevariables.)
Once interpreted,the axioms can be used to make predictionsabout observable
relationshipsamong variables,and these empiricallaws are said to be explainedby
the theory (Hempel, 1965). The nomological network defining the theory consists
of the interpretedaxiomatic system plus all of the empiricallaws derived from it.
The theory is validatedby checking the empiricallaws against data.
The primitiveterms or constructsin the axioms are not explicitly defined by any
kind of observation.Rather,they are implicitly defined by theirrole in the theory.It
is necessary, of course, to use some observations to estimate the value of any
construct,but the constructis not defined by these observations.The validity of the
proposedinterpretationof scores in terms of the constructis evaluatedin terms of
how well the scores satisfy the theory. If the observationsare consistent with the
theory, the validity of the theory and of the measurementprocedures used to
estimatethe constructsdefined by the theory are both supported.If the observations
are not consistent with the theory, some partof the networkwould be rejected,but
it would generally not be clear whether the fault is in the axioms, the correspondence rules, or in the details of the measurementprocedures.
In the Technical Recommendations(APA, 1954) and in Cronbach and Meehl
(1955), constructvalidity was presentedas an alternateto the criterionand content
models, and as being, at least roughly, on a par with them. Cronbachand Meehl
said that "constructvalidationis involved whenever a test is to be interpretedas a
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measureof some attributeor quality,which is not operationallydefined" (1955, p.
282), and for "attributesfor which there is no adequatecriterion"(1955, p. 299).
The Technical Recommendations(1954) and Cronbach and Meehl (1955) both
treatedconstructvalidity as an additionto the criterionand contentmodels and not
as the overridingconcern.
Cronbachand Meehl (1955) did go on to say that, "determiningwhat psychological constructs account for test performanceis desirable for almost any test"
(p. 282). That is, even if the test is initially validated using criterion or content
evidence, the developmentof a deeperunderstandingof the constructsor processes
accountingfor test performancerequiresa considerationof constructvalidity. So,
Cronbach and Meehl (1955) suggested that construct validity was a pervasive
concern,but did not presentit as a general organizingframeworkfor validity.
The 1966 Standardsdistinguishedconstruct validity from other approachesto
validity,particularlycriterionvalidity.
Constructvalidityis ordinarilystudiedwhen the testerwishes to increasehis
of the psychologicalqualitiesbeing measuredby the test....
understanding
Constructvalidityis relevantwhen the testeracceptsno existingmeasureas a
definitivecriterion.(APA,AERA,& NCME,1966,p. 13)
So, ten years after Cronbach and Meehl (1955), the construct model was still
presentedas an alternativeto the criterionmodel and not as an overridingconcern.
There was no suggestion thatthe criterionor contentmodels were to go away or be
subsumed under constructvalidity. Ratherconstructvalidity was to focus on the
more explanatory,theoreticalinterpretations.
The 1974 Standards(APA, AERA, & NCME, 1974) continuedalong this track,
listing four kinds of validity associatedwith "fourinterdependentkinds of inferential interpretation"(p. 26) (predictive and concurrentvalidities, content validity,
and constructvalidity). The treatmentof constructvalidity in the 1974 Standards
stuck pretty close to Cronbachand Meehl (1955) in tying construct validity to
theoreticalconstructs:
A psychologicalconstructis an idea developedor "constructed"
as a workof
informed,scientificimagination;that is, it is a theoreticalidea developedto
explainand to organizesome aspectsof existingknowledge.Termssuch as
referto suchconstructs,
but
or "readingreadiness"
"anxiety,""clericalaptitude,"
or inferred
theconstructis muchmorethanthe label;it is a dimensionunderstood
fromits networkof interrelationships.
(APA,AERA,& NCME,1974,p. 29)
Cronbach(1971) clearly distinguishedseveral approachesto validation,including
constructvalidation:
Therationaleforconstructvalidation(Cronbach
& Meehl,1955)developedoutof
personalitytesting.For a measureof, for example,ego strength,there is no
uniquelypertinentcriterionto predict,noris therea domainof contentto sample.
Rather,thereis a theorythatsketchesout the presumednatureof the trait.If the
of ego strength,so conceived,its relationsto
test scoreis a validmanifestation
othervariablesconformto thetheoretical
(pp.462-463)
expectations.
Cronbachgoes on to say that, "a descriptionthat refers to the person's internal
processes (anxiety, insight) invariably requires construct validation" (Cronbach,
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1971, p. 451). In essence, then, validity was presentedeven well into the 1970s as
involving several possible approaches.
Between the early 1950s and the mid to late 1970s, the practice developed of
using the differentmodels as a sort of toolkit, with each model to be employed as
needed in the validationof educationaland psychological tests. The criterionmodel
was generally used to validate selection and placement decisions. The content
model was used to justify the validity of various achievementtests. And construct
validation was to be used for more theory-based,explanatoryinterpretations.In
most cases, more than one model could be pressed into service. For example, a
course placement test might be interpretedas a measureof an aptitudeconstruct,
but rely heavily on criterion-relatedvalidity evidence, with the criterionconsisting
of an achievementtest, which is in turn,justified by content-relatedevidence. This
"toolbox" approachto validation was embedded in the legal system throughthe
Equal EmploymentOpportunityCommissionGuidelines (1979) which were developed by several federal agencies for the implementationof civil rights legislation.
A problem that came to be clearly recognized by the late 1970s was the
possibility, even the ease in this context, of being highly opportunisticin the choice
of validity evidence (Guion, 1977; Cronbach, 1980a; Messick, 1975, 1981;
Tenopyr, 1977). For example, a proposed interpretationstated in theoreticalterms
might be supportedby analyses of test content and/or correlationswith various
criteria, some of which could be of dubious relevance (correlationsof licensure
scores with grades in professionalschool), without ever evaluatingthe reasonableness of the proposedinterpretation(or even statingit clearly).
Developmentof ConstructValidity,1955-1989
Although constructvalidity evidence continued to be viewed as one of several
types of validity evidence (applicableprimarilyto theoreticalconstructs),at least
three aspects of the construct-basedmodel graduallyemerged as general principles
of validation,applicableto all proposedinterpretations.
First, Cronbachand Meehl (1955) made it clear thatthe validationof an interpretation in terms of a theoreticalconstructwould involve an extended effort, including the development of a theory, the development of measurementprocedures
thought to reflect (directly or indirectly) some of the constructsin the theory, the
development of specific hypotheses based on the theory, and the testing of these
hypotheses againstobservations.In the criterionmodel, the test scores were simply
compared to the criterion scores. In the content model, the characteristicsof the
measurementprocedurewere evaluated in terms of expert opinion about how the
observablevariableshould be measured.In the construct-validitymodel, the evaluation of validity always requiredan extended analysis.As a result, the development
of the construct-validitymodel highlighted the inadequacies of most validation
efforts based on a single (often dubious) validity coefficient or simply on expert
opinion (Cronbach,1971).
Second, by focusing on the role of potentially complex theories in defining
attributes,Cronbachand Meehl (1955) increasedawarenessof the need to specify
the proposedinterpretationbefore evaluatingits validity.They made the point that,
"the network defining the construct, and the derivation leading to the predicted
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observation,must be reasonablyexplicit so that validatingevidence may be properly interpreted"(p. 300). The variableof interestis not out there to be estimated;
the variableof interesthas to be defined or explicated.Withinthe criterionmodel, it
is relativelyeasy to develop validity evidence based on a preexistingcriterion(e.g.,
a test-criterion correlation)without examining the rationale for the criterion too
carefully.In fact, it could be arguedthatcriterion-basedvalidationworksbest if the
criterioncan be acceptedat face value. To the extent thatthe criterionrequiresclose
examination,the evidence based on it tends to be ambiguous.In markedcontrast,
the development of construct-relatedvalidity evidence requiresthat the proposed
interpretation(the network)be specified in some detail. The emphasis shifts from
the validationof the test (as a measureof an existing variable)to the development
and validationof a proposedinterpretation.It is not the test or the test score that is
validated,but a proposedinterpretationof the score (Cronbach,1971).
Third,constructvalidity's focus on theory testing led to a growing awarenessof
the need to challenge proposedinterpretationsand of the importanceof considering
possible alternateinterpretations.Cronbachand Meehl (1955) did not give much
direct attention to the evaluation of alternate interpretations,but this notion is
implicit in theirfocus on theoryand theorytesting, and it was made fully explicit in
subsequent work on construct validity (Cronbach, 1971, 1980a, b; Embretson,
1983; Messick, 1989), which gave a lot of attentionto the evaluationof competing
interpretations.The evaluation of competing interpretationshad not been a big
issue for the criterionand content models.
The construct-validitymodel developed three methodological principles (the
need for extended analysis in validation,the need for an explicit statementof the
proposed interpretation,and the need to consider alternateinterpretations)in the
context of validatingtheoreticalconstructs(APA, 1954; Cronbach& Meehl, 1955).
However, after 1955, the three principles were graduallyextended to all serious
validation efforts and, as a result, transcendedthe theory-dependentcontext in
which they were introduced.The net result was a broadeningof the methodological
programinitiated by Cronbachand Meehl (1955) into a general methodology for
validation.

ConstructValidityas the Basis for UnifiedValidity
By the end of the 1970s, the view initially articulatedby Loevinger (1957) that
"since predictive, concurrent,and content validities are all essentially ad hoc,
constructvalidity is the whole of validity from a scientific point of view" (p. 636)
became widely accepted.The construct-validitymodel came to be seen, not as one
kind of validity evidence, but as a general approachto validity that includes all
evidence for validity, including content and criterionevidence, reliability,and the
wide range of methods associated with theory testing (Messick, 1975, 1980;
Tenopyr, 1977; Guion, 1977; Embretson, 1983; Anastasi, 1986). According to
Messick (1988),
Thus,fromthe perspectiveof validityas a unifiedconcept,all educationaland
becauseconstructinshouldbe construct-referenced
psychologicalmeasurement
- notjustthoserelatedto interinferences
all score-based
terpretation
undergirds
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inferencesspebut also the content-andcriterion-related
pretivemeaningfulness
cific to applieddecisionsandactionsbasedon test scores.(p. 35)
As noted earlier, the seeds of this broaderconception of construct validity as a
general framework for validity were already present in Cronbach and Meehl's
(1955) development. Loevinger (1957) made the broader conception explicit. It
graduallygained favor in the 1960s and 1970s, and Messick adoptedit as a general
frameworkfor validity (Messick, 1975, 1988, 1989).
The emphasis on constructvalidity as a unified frameworkfor validity has been
especially useful in emphasizingthe pervasive role of assumptionsin our interpretations. As Cronbach (1988) has expressed it: "Questions of construct validity
become pertinentthe moment a finding is put into words" (p. 13). Takingconstruct
validity as the unifying principle for validity puts validation squarely in the long
scientific tradition of stating a proposed interpretation(or theory) clearly and
subjectingit to empiricaland conceptualchallenge.
However, the use of constructvalidity as the frameworkfor a unified model of
validation has also had some drawbacks. The hypothetico-deductivemodel of
theories (Suppe, 1977) adopted by Cronbach and Meehl (1955) was concerned
mainly with the logical structureof theories and their relationshipsto experience.
Much of the work based on the HD model involved the "logical reconstruction"of
existing theories as interpretedaxiomatic systems. The proponentsof this model
explicitly distinguished between the psychology of discovery and the logic of
justification, and focused their attentionon the logic of justification.According to
Feigl (1970), "The rationalreconstructionof theories is a highly artificialhindsight
operationwhich has little to do with the work of the creative scientist" (p. 13), and
arguably a lot less to do with the work of teachers, policy makers, and others
making day-to-daydecisions based on test scores.
The basic notion of implicitly defining constructsby their roles in a nomological
network assumes that the network is based on a tightly connected set of axioms.
Educational research and the social sciences generally have few if any such
networks.Cronbachand Meehl (1955) recognized this limitation:
The idealizedpictureis one of a tidy set of postulateswhichjointlyentailthe
desiredtheorems;since someof the theoremsarecoordinated
to the observation
base,the systemconstitutesan implicitdefinitionof thetheoretical
primitivesand
gives theman indirectempiricalmeaning.In practice,of course,even the most
advancedphysicalsciencesonly approximate
this ideal.... Psychologyworks
withcrude,half-explicitformulations.
(pp.293-294)
But they went on to say that the "network still gives the constructs whatever
meaning they do have" (p. 294). Cronbach(1988) has pointed out some of the
unfortunateconsequences of tying constructvalidity to the hypothetico-deductive
model of theories.
Conflict Between the StrongProgram and the WeakProgram of Construct
Validity
The difficulties in applying construct validity to areas in which there is little
solid theory (i.e., most of the social sciences) has led to serious ambiguity in the
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meaningof constructvalidity.In particular,Cronbach(1988) distinguishedbetween
a strongprogramand a weak programof constructvalidity:
The weak programis sheerexploratoryempiricism;any correlationof the test
scorewithanothervariableis welcomed.... The strongprogram,spelledout in
1955(Cronbach
& Meehl)andrestatedin 1982,by MeehlandGolden,calls for
makingone's theoreticalideas as explicitas possible,then devisingdeliberate
challenges.(pp. 12-13)
The strongprogramis not possible without strongtheory,but it is presentedas the
ideal. The weak program is sufficiently open that any evidence even remotely
connected to the test scores is relevantto validity.
The differences between the weak programand the strong programcan lead to
confusion. It is easy to conclude, using the weak program,that all validity evidence
is construct-relatedevidence and, therefore,that all interpretationsare to be validated using "constructvalidity." The weak programdoes indeed pull everything
under one unified umbrella.In fact, it pulls too much. In the absence of explicit
guidelines for identifying the most relevant evidence, the weak programprovides
essentially no guidanceto the validator.On the otherhand, it is not so clear that the
strongprogramnecessarilyincludes all kinds of validationefforts.As noted earlier,
for two decades the strongform of constructvalidity was reservedfor theory-based,
explanatoryinterpretations(Cronbach& Meehl, 1955; Cronbach,1971;APA, 1966,
1974), in contrastto descriptive,performance-basedinterpretations.
In retrospect,the development of two competing versions of constructvalidity
may have been inevitable.The initial formulationsof constructvalidity focused on
theoreticalconstructsimplicitly defined in terms of formal theories. The formulation was elegant, but given the dearth of highly developed formal theories in
education and the social sciences, the strong programof construct validity was
generallynot applicablein anythinglike its pure form. Some progresswas made in
the developmentof methodsfor the implementationof the strongmodel (Campbell
& Fiske, 1959; Cronbach, 1971; Embretson, 1983; Messick, 1989), but presentations of the construct-validitymodel continued to be relatively abstract. So the
definition of constructvalidity was loosened to make it more applicable,while the
label, "construct validity," with its strong associations with formal theory, was
retained.As a result, the weak programof constructvalidity took on much of the
abstractnessof the strong program,without the supportof formal theory to give it
teeth, resultingin "sheer exploratoryempiricism"(Cronbach,1988, p. 12).
The implicit adoption of the weak programdid not have a positive impact on
validationresearch:
The greatrunof test developershavetreatedconstructvalidityas a wastebasket
category.In a test manual,the section with that headingis likely to be an
with miscellaneousothertests anddemographic
unordered
arrayof correlations
variables.Someof thesefactsbearon constructvalidity,buta coordinated
argumentis missing.(Cronbach,
1980b,p. 44)
The strongprogramoutlined by Cronbachand Meehl (1955) has a narrowerfocus
but it has teeth. One is to lay out theoreticalassumptionsand conclusions and then
subject these to empiricalchallenges. The approachadoptedin the strong program
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is essentially that of theory testing in science. The troubleis that this approachhas
limited utility in the absence of a well-developed theory to test.
Lack of Clear Criteriafor the Adequacy of ValidationEfforts
The weak programof constructvalidity is very open ended. It is not clear where
to begin or where to stop. Because the weak programinvites such an eclectic and
possibly unendingprocess, it is not clear that the programdoes much to discourage
an opportunisticstrategybased on readily available data ratherthan more relevant
but less accessible evidence. If an essentially infinite number of studies are relevant, where should one start,and how much is enough? If all data are relevantto
validity, why not startwith the data that is easiest to collect?
The basic principleof constructvalidity calling for the considerationof alternative interpretationsoffers one possible source of guidance in designing validity
studies and in restrainingempirical opportunism,but like many validation guidelines, this principle has been honored more in the breach than in the observance.
callingfor focuson rivalhypotheses,mostof thosewho
Despitemanystatements
undertakeCV have remainedconfirmationist.
Falsification,obviously,is someof others.(Cronbach,1989,p. 153)
thingwe preferto do untothe constructions
[noteCV in originalrefersto constructvalidity]
As indicatedearlier,much validationresearchis performedby the developersof the
assessment instrument,creating a naturalconfirmationistbias. The weak program
of constructvalidity contains no effective mechanism for controlling such confirmationisttendencies.
Furthermore,construct validity has not provided a unifying influence on an
operational level. The 1985 Standards (AERA, APA, & NCME, 1985) urged a
unified view of validity,but it organizedmuch of its generaldiscussion and specific
standardsin terms of three kinds of validity evidence (construct, content, and
criterion).Messick (1988) criticized the 1985 Standardsfor accepting the idea (in
the comment following the first validity standard)that different validationefforts
might involve differenttypes of evidence. Messick was concernedthat this flexibility in the 1985 Standardswould encourage reliance on very limited, and perhaps
opportunisticallychosen, evidence for validity. So, thirtyyears after Cronbachand
Meehl (1955) and almost thirtyyears after Loevinger's suggestion that all validity
is constructvalidity,the criteriafor evaluatingvalidity evidence were still in doubt.
Current Conceptions of Validity
Current definitions of validity reflect the general principles inherent in the
construct-validitymodel, but have droppedthe emphasis on formal theories. In his
chapter in the most recent edition of Educational Measurement,Messick (1989)
provides a very general definition of validity:
Validityis an integratedevaluativejudgmentof the degreeto whichempirical
evidenceandtheoreticalrationalessupportthe adequacyandappropriateness
of
inferencesandactionsbasedon testscoresor othermodesof assessment.[emphasis in original](p. 13)
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The 1999 Standardsfor Educationaland Psychological Testingdefine validity as
the following:
of test
... the degreeto which evidenceand theorysupportthe interpretation
scoresentailedby proposeduses of tests. Theprocessof validationinvolves
evidenceto providea sound....
scientificbasisfor the proposedscore
accumulating
(AERA,APA,& NCME,1999,p. 9)
interpretations.
Four aspects of this currentview are worthy of note. Each has a long history in the
theory of validity.
First, validity involves an evaluation of the overall plausibility of a proposed
interpretationor use of test scores. It is the interpretation(includinginferencesand
decisions) that is validated,not the test or the test score. The shift from the early,
realist models, in which the attributeto be measuredwas taken as a given to the
currentemphasis on interpretationsis not a recent development (Cureton, 1951;
Cronbach& Meehl, 1955; Cronbach, 1971; Messick, 1975), but it has gradually
become more explicit and consistent.
Second, consistent with the general principlesgrowing out of constructvalidity,
the currentdefinitions of validity (Messick, 1989; AERA, APA, & NCME, 1999)
incorporatethe notion that the proposed interpretationswill involve an extended
analysis of inferences and assumptionsand will involve both a rationale for the
proposed interpretationand a considerationof possible competing interpretations.
The resultingevaluativejudgmentreflects the adequacy and appropriatenessof the
interpretationand the degree to which the interpretationis adequatelysupportedby
appropriateevidence.
Third, in both Messick's (1989) chapter and the Standards (AERA, APA, &
NCME, 1999) validation can include the evaluation of the consequences of test
uses:
in the expectationthat some benefitwill be
Testsare commonlyadministered
realizedfromthe intendeduse of the scores.A few of the manypossiblebenefits
fortherapy,
areselectionof efficacioustreatments
placementof workersin suitable
from
of
individuals
enteringa profession,or improvejobs,prevention unqualified
mentof classroominstructional
purposeof validationis
practices.A fundamental
to indicatewhetherthesespecificbenefitsarelikelyto be realized.(AERA,APA,
& NCME,1999,p. 16)
Those who proposeto use a test score in a particularway (e.g., to make a particular
kind of decision) are expected to justify the use, and proposed uses are generally
justified by showing that the positive consequencesoutweigh the anticipatednegative consequences(e.g., see 1999 Standards1.19, 1.22, 1.25, 1.24, plus comments).
Concerns about consequences are evident in Cureton's (1950) definition of
validity in terms of how well a test does what it is designed to do, and in earlier
work. It is not a new concernbut has been getting more attentionlately (Cronbach,
1980a, b; Linn, 1997; Messick, 1975, 1980, 1989; Moss, 1992; Shepard, 1997).
However, consensus has not been achieved on what the role of consequences in
validation should be, and at least one prominentresearcher(Popham, 1997) has
suggested that they should not play any role in validity. I will discuss this issue
more fully later in this article.
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Fourth,validity is an integrated,or unified, evaluationof the interpretation.It is
not simply a collection of techniquesor tools. The goals of validation,the general
approachto validation,and the criteriafor judging validationefforts are consistent.
The inferences included in the interpretationare to be specified; these inferences
and any necessary assumptions are to be supportedby evidence; and plausible
alternativeinterpretationsare to be examined.The specific componentsexpected in
a validationeffort may change from one context or applicationto another,but the
general characterand structureof what is being done does not change.
Validityas Argument
One way to provide a consistent frameworkfor validationefforts is to structure
them in terms of arguments(Cronbach, 1980a, b, 1988; House, 1980). In 1988,
Cronbach organized his discussion of validity in terms of evaluative argument:
Validationof a test or test use is evaluation(Guion,1980;Messick,1980),so I
proposehere to extendto all testingthe lessons of programevaluation.What
House(1977) has called 'the logic of evaluationargument'applies,andI invite
ratherthan"validation
research."
you to thinkof "validityargument"
(p. 4)
In much of his writing, Cronbach has emphasized the social dimensions and
context of validity arguments,in additionto their role in providingstructurefor the
analysis and presentationof validity data (Cronbach, 1980a, b). The 1999 Standards suggest that, "... validation can be viewed as developing a scientifically
sound validity argumentto supportthe intended interpretationof test scores and
their relevance to the proposeduse" (AERA, APA, & NCME, 1999, p. 9).
The validity argumentprovides an overall evaluationof the intendedinterpretation and uses of test scores (Cronbach,1988). It aims for a coherentanalysis of all
of the evidence for and against the proposed interpretationand, to the extent
possible, the evidence relevantto plausible alternateinterpretations.
In order to evaluate a proposed interpretationof test scores, it is necessary to
have a clear and fairly complete statementof the claims included in the interpretation and the goals of any proposedtest uses. Validationis difficult at best, but it is
essentially impossible if the interpretationto be validatedis unclear.The proposed
interpretationcan be specified in termsof an interpretiveargumentthat lays out the
network of inferences leading from the test scores to the conclusions to be drawn
and any decisions to be based on these conclusions (Kane, 1992, 1994; Shepard,
1993; Crooks, Kane, & Cohen, 1996). The main point of the interpretiveargument
is to make the assumptionsand inferences in the interpretationas clear as possible.
The interpretiveargumentprovides a frameworkfor developing a validity argument. Ideally, we would startwith a clear statementof the proposedinterpretation
in terms of an explicitly stated interpretativeargument. Evidence and analysis
would then be broughtto bear on the inferencesand assumptionsin the interpretive
argument,paying particularattentionto the weakest partsof this argument.
A Strategyfor ValidationResearch
The interpretiveargumentwill generally contain a number of inferences and
assumptions(as all argumentsdo), and the studies to be included in the validation
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effort are those studies that are most relevantto the inferences and assumptionsin
the specific interpretiveargument under consideration. It is the content of the
interpretationthat determines the kinds of evidence that are most relevant and,
therefore,most importantin validation.
An effective strategyfor validatingthe interpretationis easy to outline (but not
necessarily easy to implement).
1. State the proposedinterpretiveargumentas clearly and explicitly as possible.
2. Develop a preliminaryversion of the validity argumentby assembling all
availableevidence relevantto the inferencesand assumptionsin the interpretive argument.One result of laying out the proposedinterpretationin some
detail should be the identificationof those assumptionsthat are most problematic (based on critical evaluation of the assumptions,all available evidence, and outside challenges or alternateinterpretations).
3. Evaluate(empiricallyand/orlogically) the most problematicassumptionsin
the interpretiveargument.As a result of these evaluations, the interpretive
argumentmay be rejected,or it may be improvedby adjustingthe interpretation and/or the measurementprocedurein order to correct any problems
identified.
4. Restate the interpretiveargumentand the validity argumentand repeat Step
3 until all inferences in the interpretive argument are plausible, or the
interpretiveargumentis rejected.
An interpretiveargumentthat survives all reasonablechallenges to its assumptions
can be provisionallyaccepted (with the caveat that new challenges may arise in the
future).
Each interpretiveargumentis unique and thereforethe associated validity argument will also be unique.Crooks, Kane, and Cohen (1996) have examinedmany of
the inferences commonly found in test-score interpretations.For the sake of simplicity, discussion will be restrictedto five basic inferences:evaluation,generalization, extrapolation,explanation, and decision making. Each inference requires a
differentmix of supportingevidence. For example, if the scores on a test consisting
of 20 computationalproblemsare interpretedas a measure of computationalskill
and used for placement decisions, the interpretationof a student's performance
would begin with an evaluation of his or her performanceon each question. The
resultingscore would be generalizedbeyond the specific performancesobservedto
a universeof possible performanceson similarcomputationproblemsundersimilar
circumstances.To be useful, the results must usually be extrapolatedbeyond the
testing context to various other contexts (e.g., the classroom, workplace) and to
other task formats and performanceformats. To the extent that the performances
can be explained theoretically,the interpretationis richer and deeper. Finally, the
scores can be used to make placementdecisions.
The validity argumentcan make a positive case for the proposed interpretation
by providing adequatesupportfor each of the inferences and assumptionsin the
interpretiveargument.The validity argumentwould also consider any plausible
alternativeinterpretationsfor the scores and evaluate these alternativeinterpretations where possible. A fairly easy way to develop alternativeinterpretationsis to
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consider changing one or more of the inferences in the interpretiveargument.We
can challenge the criteriafor evaluatingperformancesand suggest differentcriteria.
The existence of large task or ratereffects or strongcontext effects can suggest that
generalizationis too broad. Alternately,if the universe of generalizationsis narrowly defined, extrapolationto other kinds of performancemay be limited.And, of
course, a competing interpretationcan be developed by proposing a different
explanationfor the observed performances.Finally, critics might claim that the test
fails to make appropriateplacement decisions for some persons or has serious
unintendednegative consequences.
A majorstrengthof this argument-basedapproachto validationis the guidanceit
provides in allocating research effort and in deciding on the kinds of validity
evidence that are needed (Cronbach,1988). The kinds of validity evidence that are
most relevant are those that evaluate the main inferences and assumptionsin the
interpretiveargument,particularlythose that are most problematic.The weakest
parts of the interpretiveargumentare to be the focus of the analysis. If some
inferences in the argumentare found to be inappropriate,the interpretiveargument
needs to be either revised or abandoned.The structureof the interpretiveargument
determinesthe kinds of evidence to collect at each stage of the validationeffort and
provides a basis for evaluatingoverall progress.
Issues in Validity Theory
The remainderof this article looks to the future by examining how two issues
might be addressedwithin an argument-basedframeworkfor validity. Conceptual
approacheslike the argument-basedframeworkshould be evaluatedin terms of the
extent to which they help to resolve dilemmasand solve problems,withoutcausing
new problems.
Performance-Based,ObservableAttributes,and TheoreticalConstructs
As noted earlier, the current emphasis on validity as a unified concept arose
largely in reactionto the use of the various "kinds"of validity as a sort of toolkit,
with only loose criteriafor the selection of tools. The unified view emphasizedthe
need for a consistent approachto validation, integratingmultiple lines of relevant
evidence (Cronbach,1971; Messick; 1989). However, the suggestion that all validity is constructvalidity (Loevinger,1957; Messick, 1988) can also be takento mean
that all interpretationsshould be validatedin the same way, in particular,in terms
of theoreticalconstructs.
This kind of uniformapproach(as distinct from a unified,but flexible approach)
has several disadvantages.First,by eliminatingthe traditionaltaxonomyof "types"
of validity without providing a new structure,the uniform approachcan make the
choice of researchquestions for a validationstudy less clear than it was under the
trinitarianmodel of criterion, content, and construct "validities." The trinitarian
model may not have worked very well (Guion, 1980; Cronbach,1980a; Messick,
1975), but it providedsome guidance,and it is still with us, in partbecause its total
elimination would have left a vacuum. Unless we are willing to assume that all
validationsare to follow the same patternof inference and evidence, we need some
criteriafor what to include in each validation.It seems clear that the validationof a
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spelling test as a measureof skill in spelling the words in some domain of words
need not involve the same level of effort, or the same kinds of evidence, as the
validationof a theoreticalconstructembeddeddeep in a complex theory.But what
is requiredin each of these two scenarios, and what if anything can be left out?
Second, the elimination of the traditionaldistinction between theoretical constructs and observable variables makes the empirical evaluation of theories very
difficult. If all interpretationsare to be treatedas constructsdefined by a nomological network, validation will always involve the full network. How then can the
theory be tested? What can it be tested against? If all variables depend on the
theory,any empiricalcheck on the theorymust presumethe validity of the theoryin
advance. In order to develop effective empirical checks on the theory,it is necessary to have some variables that can be interpretedwithout appeal to the theory.
Third,a uniformapproachbased on the strongprogramof constructvalidity can
make satisfactoryvalidationespecially difficult. The use of the strong programof
constructvalidity is hardeven if one has a highly developed theory;it is essentially
impossible in the absence of theory. To the extent that the strong program is
unattainable,the naturalreaction is to slip into the weak programor to ignore the
issue of validity altogether.
In contrast to the uniform approach, a unified argument-basedapproach to
validation suggests the need for different kinds of validity argumentsto support
differentkinds of interpretivearguments,involving differentpatternsof inference.
Each interpretiveargumentwill be unique in the sense that it will involve specific
inferences and assumptionsapplied in a specific context. Therefore,the details of
the validity argumentfor each interpretiveargumentwill also be unique. Yet, the
general approach,involving the specificationof an interpretativeargumentand the
evaluationof its inferences and assumptions,is consistentor unified.
Although every interpretationis unique in some ways, it is possible to distinguish various kinds of interpretationsinvolving certainpatternsof inference. One
reason for the persistenceof the terms, "contentvalidity" and "criterionvalidity,"
in spite of repeatedattemptsto banish them, is the need for some structureand the
sense that these terms do reflect (albeit, very loosely) real distinctions among
validationproblems.
In this section, a distinctionis drawnbetween two kinds of interpretations,which
I will refer to as observable attributes and theoretical constructs. Observable
attributesare defined in termsof a universeof possible responsesor performances,
on some range of tasks under some range of conditions (Kane, 1982). These
interpretiveargumentsfocus on a limited set of inferences,includingthe evaluation
of specific responses and generalizationof the resulting scores to a universe of
observationsthat are of interest (Kane, Crooks, & Cohen, 1996). Cronbachand
Meehl (1955) refer to this kind of variableas an "inductivesummary"and suggest
that such variablescan be defined entirely in terms of descriptivedimensions and
need involve little or no theory.
The evidence supportingthe evaluationof the examinee's performanceswould
involve justifications for scoring rubrics and administrationprocedures.The evidence for the generalizationto the mean over the universeof possible performances
defining the observableattributewould involve an estimateof the standarderrorof
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a reliability or generalizability coefficient (Brennan, 1992; Cronbach, Gleser,
Nanda, & Rajaratnam,1972), or of an error/toleranceratio (Kane, 1996). Explanatory theory may play a backgroundrole in these analyses, but it need not be
explicitly considered in validating the proposed interpretationas an observable
attribute.
Scores on performanceassessments can generally be interpretedas observable
attributes(Moss, 1992; Linn, Baker, & Dunbar, 1991; Kane, Crooks, & Cohen,
1996). As Cureton(1950) indicatedthe following a half centuryago:
If we wantto find out how well a personcan performa task,we canput him to
workat thattask,andobservehow well he doesit andthequalityandquantityof
the producthe turnsout. (p. 622)
The observable attributecan be defined in terms of the average level of performance over some universe of possible tasks and, therefore,can be defined without
any explicit appeal to theory. The attributeis observable in the sense that its
interpretationis specified in terms of a universe of possible observations.
Theoretical constructs are implicitly defined by theories (Cronbach& Meehl,
1955). They are not explicitly defined in terms of any observations,but rather,by
their role in the theory from which they derive most of their meaning. The
empiricalindex used to estimate the value of the constructwill be defined in terms
of observations, but the index does not exhaust the meaning of the theoretical
construct.The index actually employed may be one of many possible indices. It is
likely to be designed to be consistent with the assumptionsin the theory and to
yield the results predicted by the theory, but the definition of the observable
attributeused as an index does not depend on the theory. Galton's attemptto use
reactiontimes as indices of intelligence failed, but reactiontimes are still interpretable. The usefulness of the index for a theoretical construct is linked to the
usefulness of the theory and its interpretationis determinedby the content of the
theory.
An interpretationin terms of a theoreticalconstructgenerally involves a number
of inferences. The observed performancesused as indicatorsof the constructmust
be evaluatedin orderto generatean observed score. Usually, this observed score is
expected to generalize over various potential sources of irrelevantvariance (e.g.,
raters,occasions, and specific tasks). These first two steps are likely to follow the
patternfor any observableattribute;and, focusing just on this part of the interpretive argument,the indicatorcan be viewed as an observable attribute.In addition,
the theory defining the constructwill generate empiricalhypotheses involving the
construct,and any observedrelationshipsamong the indices for a set of constructs
must be consistent with the hypotheses derived from the theory.This last step may
suggest the need for a large numberof studies of various kinds.
The observable attributeserving as an index may or may not be of intrinsic
interest as an observable attribute,independentof its role as an index. The skills
assessed by a math test, used as one indicatorof general academic aptitude,could
be of great intrinsic educational interest, while the specific skills assessed by
anotherindicator,say a block-sortingtask, might be of little interest beyond their
potential usefulness in estimating the value of the aptitude for each individual.
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The distinctionbetween an observable attributeand a theoreticalattributeis in
their interpretationsand is context dependent.The interpretationof the observed
score for an observable attributeinvolves the evaluation of the observed performance and generalizationto some target universe of possible performances.The
interpretationof the index for a theoretical attributegoes beyond this kind of
inductivesummaryand seeks to drawconclusions about some constructdefined by
a theory. The construct interpretationprovides an explanation, perhaps a causal
explanation(Cook & Campbell, 1979) of observed relationships.The observable
variables serving as indicatorsof the theoreticalconstructscan be used to check
these hypothesizedrelationships.The distinctionhere is not among differentkinds
of validity or even differenttypes of validity evidence, but among differenttypes of
interpretations.
The distinctionbetween observable attributesand theoreticalconstructsis context dependent.A variablecan be consideredan observableattributein a particular
context as long as it does not rely on theoretical assumptions that are under
investigationin that context (Grandy,1992), and the assumptionsthat can be taken
for granteddepend on the context (Cronbach,1988).
It has long been recognized that the interpretationsof observationsalways rely
on prior assumptions(Hanson, 1958; Kuhn, 1962), and thereforethe interpretation
of an observableattributealways relies on some theory.The termsused to describe
the performancesare drawnfrom some language,and languagesalways incorporate
substantiveassumptionsabouthow the world functions. In addition,our interestin
this particularkind of performancemay be based on currenttheoriesof learningor
performancein this area. We put certaintasks (e.g., arithmeticitems) togetherin a
content domain because we think that these tasks require the same or at least
overlappingskills or componentperformances.However, to function as an observable attributein a particularcontext, the interpretationof the attributeshould not
dependon theoriesunderinvestigationin that context.All of the theoriesemployed
in interpretingthe observable attributeshould be unproblematicin that context.
In addition to suggesting the general content of the observableattributes,theoretical assumptions can also serve as the basis for defining the boundaries of
subdomains.For example, ratherthan specify the task domain for an end-of-unit
test on subtractionin terms of performanceon subtractionproblems, we might
choose to define one performancevariable for subtractionproblems that require
"borrowing" and another for subtractionproblems without "borrowing."This
would make sense if "borrowing"is seen as an importantcomponent skill, with
high diagnosticvalue.
Nevertheless, once it is defined, an observable attribute can be interpreted
withoutemploying the theorycurrentlyunderinvestigation.A universeof tasks can
be specified withoutappealto cognitive theoriesof performancefor these tasks. To
distinguishbetween the "borrow"and "non-borrow"tasks, it is necessaryto know
something about arithmetic,but a cognitive model of performanceon subtraction
problemsis not needed.
Once defined, an observable attributehas a relatively simple interpretiveargument, with a clear validation strategy.The strategymay not be easy to implement
(developing and validating performancetests may be very difficult), particularly
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because it may be difficult to supply adequate support for various assumptions
(e.g., it may be difficult to establishthe generalizabilityof observed scores because
of task specificity), but the strategy is well defined. It is possible to validate the
interpretationfairly well in a finite (even a small) numberof steps. And because it
does not make use of any disputed theoreticalassumptions,the resulting validity
argumentmay be convincing to people with different theories about the performance being measured.
Such observable attributesare importantfor at least three reasons. First, they
define goals for theory: They can help to specify the phenomena that theory is
called upon to explain. The observablevariablescan be defined before theory gets
highly developed, and arguablysome of them have to be defined before the theory
gets fully developed. How can we develop a theory of performancein "X" without
having some fairly clear idea of what "X" is, and how can we decide whetherthe
theory adequatelyexplains "X" if we cannot measure "X" with some confidence,
independentof the theory?
Second, two individuals who hold different theories about a particularkind of
performancecan often agree on a performance-basedinterpretationfor an observable attributefor which both theories make predictions.One theory might suggest
that subtractionitems requiringborrowingwould be especially difficult for certain
students(e.g., those with mild dyslexia) while the other theorymight expect to see
no differences in performanceamong the specified groups. To the extent that the
adherentsof both theories can agree on the definition of observable variables for
subtractionwith borrowing and for subtractionwithout borrowing (and on the
criteriafor categorizing students),they can subject their dispute to empiricaltests.
Withoutobservable attributes,"critical"experimentswould not be possible. Messick (1998) explicitly recognizes this limitation:
In this synthesisof realismandconstructivism,
theoriescan no longerbe directly
in thepost-modem
testedagainstfactsbecausevalue-neutral
dataareproblematic
world.(p. 36)
But Messick (1998) suggests that conjectures can be tested against observations
within a specific frameworkor inquiry system. That is, within a particularcontext,
it is possible to define attributesthat are acceptableas observableattributes.
Third, the observable attributemay be of practical importancein a particular
context, independentof theory. It may be of importanceto an employer to know
whether sales clerks can perform the mathematicaltasks requiredof them on the
job, independentof how they acquiredthe skills, or how they performthe tasks.
The distinctionbeing employed here has a long traditionin science, going back
at least to Galileo. Low-level inductive summaries, or observable variables, are
used to describe observed phenomenaand to develop empirical laws. Theoretical
constructs and the theories in which they are defined constitute hypotheses or
conjecturesintended to explain the observed phenomena (Popper, 1965; Lakatos,
1970). The theoreticalconstructs and the indices used to measure them are validated by examining how well the theory as a whole accounts for the observable
phenomena.
Interpretationsthat do not go much beyond the observationson which they are
based (e.g., inferring how well a student can solve geometric analogy items
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basedon his or her performanceon a sample of 20 geometricanalogy items) can be
supportedby modest validity arguments.More expansive and ambitiousinterpretations (e.g., from observed scores on geometric analogy items to conclusions about
science aptitudeor IQ) requiremore extensive validity arguments.I suggest thatwe
will make more rapid progress in developing and validating our measurement
proceduresand our theories if we recognize these differences.
The Role of Consequences in Validation
In a recent debate, Popham (1997) arguedfor a limited, technical definition of
validity, involving primarilythe descriptiveinterpretationof scores. He preferredto
treatvalidationas an objective, scientific concern, separatefrom disputes aboutthe
consequences of test use. He acknowledgedthat consequences were important,but
preferredto treatthem as a separateissue. Linn (1997) and Shepard(1997) favored
a broaderconceptionof validity,which would include the consequencesof test use,
as well as the descriptiveinterpretationof test scores. Mehrens(1997) came down
closer to Popham'sview thanto thatof Linn and Shephard.More recently,an entire
issue of a journal was devoted to an extended discussion of the role of consequences in validity (Yen, 1998).
As Shepard(1997) notes, consequenceshave always been a part of our conception of validity. Formulationof the basic question of validity in terms of whethera
test achieves the purpose for which it was created (Cureton, 1950) immediately
raises questions of intended consequences and less directly of unintendedconsequences (Moss, 1992; Shepard, 1997). Nevertheless, for a long period, consequences were not a majorfocus in discussions of validity.An emphasison content
and criterion-relatedquestions, as well as the strongprogramof constructvalidity,
can push consequencesto the background,if not off the stage altogether.
It seems clear that some consideration of consequences is essential in any
thorough evaluation of the legitimacy of test use (Cronbach, 1988). A highly
accurate diagnostic procedurefor an untreatabledisease would probably not see
much use in the clinic, especially if it had serious side effects. And an argumentthat
the diagnostic procedurewas perfectly accurate would not save a physician who
used it from malpractice suits. The procedure might be employed in research
studies, where the potential long-term benefits (identificationof promising treatments) could be seen as outweighing any negative short-termeffects, but for
clinical applicationsof measurementprocedures,as for any clinical applications,
the bottom line involves consequences. In real-world applications, we want the
desirableconsequencesof using a measurementprocedureto outweigh the negative
consequencesof such use (Cronbach& Gleser, 1965). Therefore,if validity is to be
"the most fundamentalconsiderationin developing and evaluatingtests" (AERA,
APA, & NCME, 1999, p. 9), it needs to addressconsequences.
Although the evaluationof consequences seems to be an essential componentin
the validation of test use, these consequences can be far reaching and hard to
determine;and it seems unreasonableand counterproductiveto hold a developeror
a test user responsiblefor every possible consequence of test use (Reckase, 1998).
So, the basic questionis, who is to be responsiblefor what consequencesof test use
(Linn, 1998). No general answerto this question is suggestedhere. The goal in this
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section is to suggest how an argument-basedapproachto validity might help to
define the basic issues more clearly.
In discussing the role of consequencesin validation,it would probablybe useful
to separate the interpretiveargumentinto two parts. The descriptivepart of the
argument involves a network of inferences leading from scores to descriptive
statements about individuals, and the prescriptive part involves the making of
decisions based on the descriptive statements.For example, the use of a reading
comprehensivetest to place studentsin readinggroups involves conclusions about
each student's level of reading skill, and then a decision about placement, which
may involve additional information or constraints (e.g., group sizes). Messick
(1975) made this distinctionover a quarterof a centuryago:
it is interpreted
to
First,is the test any good as a measureof the characteristic
assess? Second,shouldthe test be used for the proposedpurpose?The first
questionis a technicaland scientificone and may be answeredby appraising
evidencebearingon the test'spsychometric
properties,
especiallyconstructvalidThe
second
is
an
ethical
and
its
answer
one,
ity.
question
requiresanevaluationof
thepotentialconsequences
of the testingin termsof socialvalues.(p. 962)
Although they have differed somewhat in emphasis, both Cronbach(1971, 1980b)
and Messick (1975, 1980, 1989) have explicitly includedboth interpretiveaccuracy
and consequences under the heading of validity. Moss (1992) provides a good
summaryof the literatureon this dual focus in validation.
Under the argument-basedmodel, all of the inferences in an interpretiveargument leading to a decision would have to be sound for the overall decision to be
sound. It is certainlypossible to conceive of an accuratemeasureof reading skills
being used badly. It is also easy to conceive of a well-designed decision process
that fails because of an inadequatetest, one that does not "supportthe interpretation ... entailed by proposed uses of tests" (AERA, APA, & NCME, 1999, p. 9).
Given the differences between the descriptive and prescriptive parts of the
argument, it might be useful in many cases to evaluate the two parts of the
interpretiveargumentseparately.In particular,in cases where an assessment(e.g., a
reading test) can be used to make many differentkinds of decisions, including for
example, admissions decisions, placement decisions, diagnostic decisions, and
grading or graduationdecisions, it makes sense to separatethe descriptivepart of
the interpretiveargument(e.g., level of reading comprehension)from the decision
to be made.
The work of validatingthe interpretationin termsof readingskills could be done
by the test developer and would not have to be repeatedfor each of the decision
contexts in which the test might be used. The validationstudies for the descriptive
part of the argumentcould be done once and then incorporated,perhapswith some
modification, into the interpretive argument for each decision procedure. Test
developers seem to be likely candidatesto validate the descriptiveinterpretationof
publishedtests because they generallyhave the needed resourcesand because some
of these descriptive inferences must in any case be examined as part of the
test-developmentprocess (e.g., evaluationof scoringkeys or rubrics,the conductof
G studies to estimate generalizability).
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The two likely candidatesto conductthe analysis of consequencesof test use are
the user and the test publisher/developer.In some cases, the test developerand user
are identical and this question is moot. Assuming that they are different, an
argumentcan be made for concluding that the decision makers(i.e., the test users)
have the final responsibilityfor their decisions (the buck stops on their desks), and
they are usually in the best position to evaluate the likely consequences in their
context, of the decisions being made (Cronbach, 1980a; Taleporos, 1998). They
presumablyknow how they are using the tests, the populationbeing tested, and the
intendedoutcomes/consequences.If the user does not know why and how the test is
being used, he or she should probablynot be using it. The user is also in the best
position to spot any unintendedconsequencesthat occur.
An exception to this suggestion might occur if the test developer designs and
markets a test for a particularuse. In such cases, it would seem reasonable to
consider the test developer responsible for providing evidence that supports the
proposed use (Shepard, 1997). If the test developer makes a claim explicity or
implicity (i.e., by labeling a test as a "placement"or "readiness"test) that a test
can be used in some way, it seems incumbenton the developer to back this claim
with a validatedinterpretiveargumentsupportingthe use. For example, the developer of a placementtesting programhas traditionallybeen expected to reportdata
on how the use of the test scores for placementaffectedthe achievementof students
who were placed in differentcourses.
It also seems reasonableto expect commercial test publishersto anticipatethe
common uses of certainkinds of tests (Green, 1998; Moss, 1998), and the potential
consequences of such use, even if these uses are not explicitly advocated by the
publisher. By definition, unanticipatedconsequences cannot be evaluated in advance (Reckase, 1998; Green, 1998), but they can be monitored after the fact.
Much of the initial responsibilityfor detecting unanticipatedconsequences necessarily falls on the test user, but publishers can monitor how their tests are being
used and the consequences of such use (Green, 1998; Linn, 1998; Moss, 1998).
Note however that there is likely to be some interactionbetween the descriptive
and prescriptivepartsof the argument,and in some cases, this interactionmay have
a major impact on the effectiveness of the testing program. For example, in a
high-stakestesting environment,test preparationmethods may lead to changes in
the meaningof test scores. In particular,the scores may become less predictiveof a
broad range of achievementsto the extent that practice on test questions replaces
more general instruction(Heubert& Hauser, 1999).
The evaluation of consequences is likely to be a contentious issue for a long
time, and no easy solutions are available. Each application of a measurement
procedurewill have to be evaluated on its own merits. Many different kinds of
evidence may be relevant to the evaluationof the consequences of an assessment
system (Lane, Parke,& Stone, 1998), and many individuals,groups, and organizations may be involved (Linn, 1998). But in clarifying the issues involved in
assigning responsibilityfor the overall validationeffort, it will be useful to distinguish between interpretiveargumentsthatlead only to descriptionsand interpretive
argumentsthat advocate certain actions based on test scores, and to recognize the
differences in the kinds of evidence needed to validate these differentinterpretive
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arguments. The validation of decision procedures has always depended on the
evaluationof the consequences of the decisions.
Conclusion
Validity is concerned with the clarification and jusitification of the intended
interpretationsand uses of observed scores. It is notoriously difficult to pin down
the interpretation(or meaning) of an observation(hence the popularityof detective
novels). It is even more difficult to reach consensus on the appropriateuses of test
scores in applied contexts. As a result, it has not been easy to formulatea general
methodology for validation.
But progress has been made. In particular,we have moved from relatively
limited criterion-relatedmodels to quite sophisticatedconstructmodels. I see the
introductionof a well articulatedversion of construct validity by Cronbachand
Meehl (1955) as the watershedevent in the developmentof validity theory.Their
formulationof constructvalidity emphasizsedtheoreticalconstructs,but the general
principles introducedin the 1955 paper and subsequentlydeveloped by Cronbach,
Messick, Guion, Shepard,Linn, Moss, and others, (i.e., that validationrequiresan
extended analysis of evidence, based on an explicit statement of the proposed
interpretation,and involving the considerationof competing interpretations)are
applicableto all validity arguments.
These principles fit naturally into an argument-basedapproach to validation
(Cronbach, 1988; Kane, 1992; Shepard, 1993). The proposed interpretationsand
uses of observed scores can be specified in some detail in the form of an interpretive argument.The interpretiveargumentinvolves a network of inferences and
assumptions leading from the observed scores to the conclusions and decisions
based on the observed scores, and provides an explicit and fairly detailed statement
of the proposed interpretation.It specifies the interpretationto be evaluated. The
validity argumentevaluates the plausibilityof the proposedinterpretationby critically examining the inferences and assumptions in the interpretiveargument.It
evaluates the proposedinterpretation.
The validity argumentwill typically involve differentkinds of evidence relevant
to the differentpartsof the interpretiveargument;it is likely to be most effective in
suggesting improvementsin the measurementprocedureand its interpretiveargument to the extent that it identifies the weak points in the interpretiveargument.In
many cases, it may be possible to strengthen a questionable interpretationby
improving the measurementproceduresor by revising the interpretation.In some
cases, it may be necessary to reject a proposed interpretationas untenable. A
proposedinterpretationis most effectively evaluatedby challenging its most questionableassumptions,therebypittingit againstthe most plausiblealternateinterpretations of the observed scores.
In orderto be effective in improvingthe accuracyand effectiveness of measurement procedures,we need a technology as well as a theory of validity. That is, we
need a well-defined set of proceduresfor identifying the questions that need to be
addressed in each case and for answering these questions. An argument-based
approachto validationprovides a frameworkfor such a technology.The argumentbased approachsuggests that the proposedinterpretationbe specified in terms of a
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network of inferences and assumptions,that these inferences and assumptionsbe
evaluated using all available evidence, and that plausible alternateinterpretations
be considered. By focusing on the inferences and assumptions in the specific
interpretiveargumentunder consideration,the argument-basedapproachprovides
detailed guidancein conductingan effective validation.
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